A market-disruptive
data protection firm
specializing in breakthrough backup and availability solutions

Who we are
A market-disruptive data protection firm specializing in
breakthrough backup and availability solutions
As a pioneer in data backup and recovery, Arcserve understands complex IT challenges better than
anyone else. Located around the world, we’re expert engineers, customer enthusiasts, and skilled
architects of simplicity and ease of use.

Why
Arcserve?
Data protection technology

What we do
We help companies avoid IT disasters
We bring innovation to a market in painstaking need to remove

and expertise, solidly built on
over five million development hours
Only Arcserve offers a full range of capabilities that allow
you to harmonize business expectations with IT service

the challenges of protecting data while maximizing
system resiliency. Simply put, we fuel the growth
of midsize businesses by safeguarding their
data with solutions that uniquely combine
enterprise-ready power with the
simplicity required by small and
overstretched IT teams.

delivery. Because our expertise extends from email archiving
and award-winning backup, to cloud-first disaster recovery and high
availability, you can be confident in solving any business or IT challenge.

AVOID DISASTERS FROM RANSOMWARE,
HUMAN ERROR AND SYSTEM FAILURES

COMPLY WITH STRICT DATA
REGULATIONS

Access mission-critical apps and data in a fraction

Easily adhere to compliance and

of the time required by other competitive solutions.

corporate regulations with capabilities

Our technology cost-effectively reduces your RTOs

built specifically around GDPR, HIPAA,

and RPOs from hours to just minutes so you achieve

SOX, ITAR and more.

near-zero data loss, regardless of the complexity of
your infrastructure.

INCREASE IT AGILITY AND PRODUCTIVITY
Reallocate your time from managing backups to
focusing on new projects and innovation. Increase

SHRINK YOUR STORAGE FOOTPRINT
Dramatically reduce your data center
footprint and associated costs by converging
multiple data reduction technologies and IP.

agility by synchronizing all aspects of your backup
and disaster recovery plan through one pane of glass.

AMPLIFY SAVINGS
Decrease annual IT costs by leveraging one

ELIMINATE DISTANCE AS A LIMITATION
70% of data lives outside of corporate data centers.
Fully-protect data across any location, anywhere.

platform that easily scales with your business.
Protect to and from any target while optimizing
time-to-value through remarkable ease of use.

Better technology yields
better results
Underneath its simplicity of design and ease-of-use,
our solutions are enriched with high-performance data
availability technologies that make managing complex data
truly effortless. Our customers get more bang for their buck,
and overwhelmingly report Arcserve UDP as easier to use
and of higher quality than competitive solutions.

Meet our Unified Data
Protection (UDP)
Solution Suite
One platform for any backup and

AVOID IT DISASTERS

±0
min

64% of apps and data fall into

availability scenario, in any IT
infrastructure

mission and business-critical tiers.

Arcserve UDP was designed from the ground up to

Avoid disasters with high availability

eliminate the need for multiple point solutions. Instead of

technology and cost-effective direct-

bolting together separate products or dealing with forklift

to-cloud DRaaS for near-zero data loss.

upgrades, our customers defend their systems and apps
with one solution for long-term storage to high availability.

AMPLIFIED SAVINGS

20%

Choose what you need now, and simply add or remove
capabilities as your needs change.

Save budget and decrease annual
IT costs by leveraging one platform
that easily scales with your business.
On average, customers decrease
their TCO by at least 10-20% each
year while optimizing time-to-value
through remarkable ease of use.

55%

INCREASE IN STAFF
PRODUCTIVITY

HIGH
AVAILABILITY

DISASTER
RECOVERY

Critical data is

DRaaS provides

accessible in seconds

protection for physical

from local, remote, or

and virtual servers, with

cloud-mirrored systems

support for public and

Free up resources for new projects and

private clouds

innovation by removing the complexity
of managing your backup and recovery
processes. Customers typically
increase their productivity by 50%.

95%

BACKUP &
RECOVERY

EMAIL
ARCHIVING

Unified recovery

Long-term email

from cloud, disk, and

archiving offers resiliency

center footprint by up to 95% and

tape delivers modern

for your vital records,

enjoy the market’s lowest cost-per-

protection for hybrid

reduces storage costs,

protected TB.

environments

and simplifies email

SAVED STORAGE
CAPACITY
Converge multiple data reduction
technologies and IP. Shrink your data

compliance.

Company
Arcserve is headquartered in Minneapolis, MN with
offices around the world.

Customers
Leading global companies like Expedia, Bloomberg,
Thomson Reuters and Sony Music rely on Arcserve for
infrastructure resiliency.

Expertise
500 development hours fuel a solution suite that
creates a frictionless customer experience.

Partner Ecosystem
We partner with 7,500 distributors, resellers, and
service providers in 150 countries around the world.

For more information, contact us:
Arcserve (USA) LLC
8855 Columbine Road, Suite 150
Eden Prairie, Minnesota 55347
Phone: +1 844 639 6792
Email: info@arcserve.com

www.arcserve.com

